BRUT PREMIER

CRISTAL 2009

CRISTAL ROSÉ 2007

92 pts. “This vibrant version is
finely knit and elegant...”

96+ pts. “Rich, radiant and totally seductive, the
2009 Cristal possesses remarkable depth and
striking purity. ...absolutely glorious today.”

97 pts. “The 2007 Cristal Rosé
opens with the most captivating,
extraordinary bouquet imaginable.
Sweet, exquisite and beautifully layered
in the glass, the 2007 is intense yet
weightless, with extraordinary overall
balance and remarkable finesse.”

- A.N., Wine Spectator, 9.14.16

92 pts. “...it needs no further
aging and is delicious
to drink now.”

- Antonio Galloni, Vinousmedia, 8.1.16

95 pts. “...harmonious...” - A.N., Wine Spectator, 9.19.16
CRISTAL 2007

- R.V., Wine Enthusiast, 12.15

90 pts. “...a classic...”

- Antonio Galloni, Vinousmedia, 5.20.15

97+ pts. “...without question one of the very finest
new releases of the year.” - Antonio Galloni, 7.15
96 pts. "A vibrant and delicious Cristal. ... fantastic
quality.” - N.S., JamesSuckling.com, 7.10.15

96 pts. “...ripe and full... great wine.”

BRUT ROSÉ 2010

BLANC DE BLANCS 2009

VINTAGE 2008

96 pts., YEAR’S BEST
“... an extraordinary vintage
...inherently balanced and hard to
resist.” - J.G., Wine & Spirits, 12.1.15
95 pts., #53 TOP 100 CELLAR

95 pts., YEAR’S BEST

95 pts., CELLAR SELECTION
“A deliciously ripe wine, full of fruit as
well as a great mineral texture.”

- S.R., Wine Advocate, 5.26.16

- Wine Enthusiast, 12.1.15

- Wine & Spirits, 12.1.15

94 pts. “The wine is silky, vinous and very
long, and reveals an endless elegance.”
- S.R., Wine Advocate, 5.25.16

94 pts., CELLAR SELECTION
“...beautiful...”- R.V., Wine Enthusiast, 12.15

- R.V., Wine Enthusiast, 12.15

- R.V., Wine Enthusiast, 12.1.14

94 pts. “...all class and refinement...
A great vintage for Roederer.”
- J.S., JamesSuckling.com, 7.10.15

93 pts. “Elegant and harmonious...”
- A.N., Wine Spectator, 1.15.15

BRUT NATURE 2006
94 pts. “A delicious collaboration
with France's guru designer of
cool...It's dense and powerful with
layers of fruit.”
- J.S., JamesSuckling.com, 10.29.14

94 pts., YEAR’S BEST

introducing

BRUT NATURE 2009

Creamy, delicate, and modern.
The second opus of Brut Nature
is the perfect representation of a
modern, ripe and ready-to-drink
champagne with a fresh and pure
style and remarkable precision.

the 90+ point portfolio of
Champagne Louis Roederer

- Wine & Spirits, 12.1.14

93+ pts. “...utterly beguiling...”
- Antonio Galloni, Vinousmedia, 5.23.14
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